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STAILFIRSTAPPEARS ONASWEPTWING 

By Ralph L. Maki 

A procedure for estimating the wing lift coefficient for and the 
spanwise location of the first occurrence of section stall on a swept 
wing is presented. The procedure is based on an existing method appli- 
cable to unswept wings. This existing method is ex.tended and modified 
as necessary to account for the effects of sweep. Simplified lifting- 
surface theory and two-dimensional section data are utilized, with due 
consideration given to the concepts of simple sweep theory. The pro- 
cedure is applied to a swept--wing model with and without trailiwdge 
split flaps, and with several modifications made to the wing leading 
edge. Comparison of the various predicted and experimental values of 
wing lift coefficient for and spanwise location of the first occurrence 
of section maximum lift showed the following: The predictions of abso- 
lute wing lift coefficient were from 0.1 to 0.2 low in most cases; the 
predictions of the increments in wing lift coefficient attributable to 
the various leading-edge modifications were usually quite accurate; the 
predictions of the spanwise location could not be rigorously checked but 
appeared to be approximately correct. A brief application of the method 
to other wing plan forms gave results that were comparable to the results 
of the model described and tested in this report. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been well established that for swept wings, as for straight 
wings, noticeable changes in some or all of the aerodynamic character- 
istics occur when the flow separates from some part of the wing. In the 
case of straight wings, this occurs at, or very near, wing maximum lift. 
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In the case of 8wept Wiq8, however, the flow 8eparatiOn generally occur8 
well below wing maximum lift. The separation generally re8ult8 in unde- 
sirable chaqes in aerodynamIo characteri8tio8 of sufficient magnitude 
to restrict the usa;ble lift to values below maxImum lift, A method which 
relate6 the stalling of a swept wing to the maximum lift of its airfoil 
seotions would be UseAzl in devising means for imJ?roting the high Uft 
CharaCteriStiCS of 8Wept WiqS. Reference8 1 and 2 present a method 
which utilizes airfoil section data to predict the first occurrence of 
sect3on e-tall on smght wings. It i8 the puQO8e of t-hi8 X'eport to 
account for the effeUt8 of wing sweep 80 a8 to extend the applicability 
Of the ElddlOd t0 Swept Wings, and to evaluate the revised method with 
the aid of experimental xXIUlt8 obtained frCRn Study & a pa&iC?U~ 
model with several wing modificationfl. 

NOTATION 

The test data are presented aa Standard NACA coefficient8 of forces 
and moments. Moments on the swept~lng model are referred to a point 
1 inch above the fuselage center line and to a fore-and.4-b position 
corresponding to the quartemhord point of the mean aerwo chord. 

A a5pectratio 
( > 

E. 
S 

b ~~~~,~a~edpe~ndic~tOthep~ofS~~~the 
swep%wing model, feet 

c wing chord, mea8ured in the free-etream direction, feet 

z mean aerodynamio chord, measwced in the free+tream direction 

, feet 

chtidcxrce coeffioient chord farce 
QC 

drag coefficient of the 8wepmng model 

CDe 
increment of drag coefficient of the swep-t+wIng model due to 

wind4unuel-wall interference 

cz section lift coefficient 
( 

geGtion~ 90 > 
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CL lift coefficient of the sweptrwing model 

Cm 

cn 
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a 

section lift coefficient due to basic loading on the wing at zero 
wing lift 

section lift coefficient due to flap deflection at constant angle 
of attack 

section lift coefficient due to camber measured at the ideal 
angle of attack of the section 

pitching+noment coefficient of the swept-wing model 
pitching moment 

qs'F > 

normal+l?orce coefficient 
( 

normal force 
qc > 

local pressure coefficient 

E 
(local static pressure)-(free-stream static pressure) 

9 I 
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot 

Reynolds number 

wing area, square feet 

free-stream velocity, feet per second 

distance from original airfoil leading edge, measured parallel to 
chord line, feet 

spanwise distance from the wing center line, feet 

free-stream angle of attack of the swept-wing model, with refer 
ence to the wing-chord plane, degrees 

angle of attack of the twc+dimensional model, degrees 

increment of angle of attack due to wind-tunnel+all interfer- 
ence, degrees 

flap deflection, measured perpendicular to the hinge line, 
degrees 
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7 spanwise station 2Y 0 b 

h, taper ratio 

A angle of sweepback of the quarter-chord line, degrees 

V kinematic viscosity, square feet per second 

MEX'HOD 

The method proposed in this report is essentially the same as that 
given in references 1 and 2 for unswept wings. In common with these 
methods, it is assumed that when section maximum lift is exceeded at a 
section of the wing, separation with its attendant effects will be 
evident. The major difference lies in the fact that the concepts of ~ 
simple sweep theory (reference.3) are also incorporated to establish the . d- 
maximum section lift coefficients across the wing: This theory shows. 
that the significant airfoil section is that one lying normal to a swept 
reference line.. It follows that the effective velocity is that compo* l 

ent of free-stream velocity which is parallel to.the significant airfoil 
section. When the effective velocity is used as a reference velocity, 
maximum lift coefficients of such swept sections can be taken directly 
from twc4iimensional values. Since the free-stream velocity is used in 
deriving the force characteristics of swept wings, these twc+dlmensfonal 
maximum lift.coefficients are also referred to this larger velocity when- -. - -- 
applied to a swept wing. Thus the resulting two-dimensional values are _ 
considerably reduced, accounting in large-part for the low wing lift 
coefficients at which section stall first occurs on swept wings. 

Three assumptions are involved in this use of simple sweep theory. 
First, although strictly applicable only to infinite-span yawed wings, 
the theory is herein assumed valid on finit-pan swept wings to within 
a negligible distance of the root and tip sections. Second, the sweep 
of the quarter-chord line is assumed to be representative of the angle 
of sweep of tapered wings. These two assumptions are reasonable at wing 
lifts prior to the appearance of flow separation on the wing except for 
wing; of low aspect ratio or taper ratio. Third, the simple COB A 
relation between free--stream velocity and the normal velocity component 
(which holds true when the pitching axis is parallel to the quarter- 
chord line) is used rather than the exact equations for a swept--back 
wing. 

Q 

As in references 1 and 2, two-dimensional data are used to define 
the maximum lift of the significant .airfoil sections, Data obtained 
at comparable Reynolds numbers are used, and this becomes of considerable 

I 
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importance in the case of the swept wing where the reduced velocity 
often brings the operating Reynolds numbers of the sections into a 
critical range, even at full scale. 

With the spanwise distribution of maximum section lift determined, 
references 4 and 5 are then used to define the span lifi+coefficient 
distribution on the wing, As was done in references 1 and 2, this lif% 
coefficient distribution is adjusted until it becomes tangent to the 
line of maxtium section lift coefficients. This point of tangency is 
taken to be the point of the first occurrence of section maximum lift on 
the wing, and the area under the curve of liftioefficient distribution 
represents the wing lift coefficient above which the aerodynsmic charac- 
teristics will show marked changes. 

Example applications of this method will be given in another 
section of this regort. 

MODEXS AND APPARATUS 

The investigation of the sweptiing model was made in the Ames 
4& by 80-foot wind tunnel. A three-view drawing of the model with its 

. principal dimensions is given in figure 1; additional dimensional data 
are listed in table I. A view of the model mounted for testing in the 
wind tunnel is shown in figure 2. 

The wing had an aspect ratio of 6, a taper ratio of 0.4, and an 
angle of sweepback of the 2Fpercent-chord line of 45O. The wing 
thickness distribution was that of an NACA 65-009 section modified by 
fairing straight lines from 6Gpercent chord to the trailing edge. This 
modified profile (table II) was applied normal to the wing 2+percenG 
chord line. The wing was attached in a high midwing position to a 
fuselage of fineness ratio l0.g. The wing was equipped with traili- 
edge split flaps of SO-percent chord extending from the wing-fuselage 
juncture to 4.0-percent semispan. (See fig. 3(a).) 

The stall-control devices and modifications to the wing consisted 
of upper-surface boundary-layer-control fences, a leadiwdge flap, and 
an increased leading-edge radius. Details of these devices and modifi- 
cations are given in figures 3, 4, and 5. The leading-edge flaps of 
4.7>-percent chord had a fixed deflection of 42O. The increased leading- 
edge radius was equal to that of the NACA 0012 airfoil section. It was 
fitted to the wing such that the upper wing surface remained essentially 
unchanged, and the added thickness was gradually faired into the lower 
wing surface; this introduced O.&-percent camber into the modified 
profile. 

Two-dimensional models of 2-foot chord of.the three wing sections 
were made of mahogany and shellacked and sanded. They were equipped 
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with from 37 to 39 pressure oriffces. The models completely spanned the 
width of a 2- by Woot open circuit wind tunne.1 in which they were 
tested. 

-_ 

TESTS i 

The test results presented for the sweptiwing model sre for a 
Reynolds number of approximately 9 X 10 e, based on the mean aerodynamic 
chord, This wee et e dynamic pressure of approximately 48 pounds per 
square foot and at a Mach number of 0.2. Thre+component force data 
were taken on all configurations, and tuft studies on several. 

No lift, drag, or pitching-moment tares were applied to the data 
because the interference effects between the fuselage and the support 
fittings were unknown. A correctfon for stream-angle inclination was 
made. The tunnel-wall-interference corrections to the measured angles 
of attack and the drag coefficients were as follows: 

c@ = 0.010 CL2 
. 

The two4Lmensional tests were made et e Reynolds number of 2 X 10e 
and were comprised of pressurtiistribution measurements and tuft 
studies, Section lift coefficients were determined from the pressure 
distributions according to the expression 

Cl = cn co8 Q - cc sin co 

Corrections for wind-tunnel-wall Interference were not applied to the 
results. 

DISCCSSION 

Basic Model 

A study was first mahe of the model without modifications in 
order to determine the validity of the procedure and30 indicate what 
direction any geometric model changes should take to'bring desired 
improvements. Tweensional tests of the original airfoil section 
showed a maximum lift coefficient of 0.92. Since the section was 
constant across the swept wing, this value was taken es the maximum 
attainable at any point on the wing. (It must be remembered that a 
difference in Reynolds number existed between two- and three4imensional 
cases.) Referring this to frevtream velocity showed that when any 
sectfon of the wing reached a lift coefficfent of 0.46, that section 
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would be at its maximum lift end any further *increase in wing lift would 
produce sudden changes in wing characteristics. The theoretical span 
lift-coefficient distribution (fig. 6) showed that the maximum section 
lift should be reached first at 73-percent semispan at a wing lift 
coefficient of 0.38; considering the longitudinal location of this 
section with respect to the moment center, a strong noseup tendency 
would be anticipated above the wing lift coefficient of 0.38. ’ 

Force tests of the model showed, as anticipated, that noticeable 
force end moment changes occurred at a low wing lift coefficient 
(fQ3. 7). The drag rise increased abruptly at about 0.5 lift coeffi- 
cient; the pitching moment increased negatively between 0.50 and 0.55 
lift coefficient before giving evidence of a strong nose-up moment. It 
could be concluded from conservativeness of the predicted value (0.38) 
either that maxfmum lift must be exceeded over an appreciable wing area 
before large changes in forces occur or, and it is believed this is more 
likely, that three-dimensional effects which are not considered in this 
analysis, such as induced section camber and boundarylayer flow, enable 
sections to reach higher than two-dimensional maxbum lift. 

Effects of split flaps.- A similar a&lysis and comparison with 
eriment was made for the unmodified wing with split flaps deflected 

"1;9, 30°, and 45O No two-dimensional data for the wing section with a 
split flap were e&lable, hence estimates of section (&/AEf)cz 
(necessary when using reference5 to obtain span-load distributions) and 
section maximum lift coefficient were made from other data;' values of 
0.39, 0.3&, and 0.30 were used for flaps deflected 15O, 30°, and 45', 
respectively. The -imum section lift coefficients selected for the 
three flap deflections were 1.32, 1.52, and 1.70. The thre&Hmensional 
wing was therefore assumed to have e section msximum lift, based on 
fre+stream velocity, of 0.66, 0.76, or 0.85 extending from the inboard 
to the outboard edges of the flaps end, as before, 0.46 over the remai?+ 
der of the span. 

Since the basic lift distribution due to a given flap deflection 
remains constant for all wing lifts prior to the occurrence of section 
maximum lift on the ting, it is suggested in reference 2 that this, 
portion of the theoretical lift distribution be subtracted from the lfne 
of maximum section lifts. This new line defines the maxfmum allowable 
additional-lift distribution, end the theoretiical additional-lift dis- 
tribution is easily adjusted to become tangent,to it. This value of 
theoretical additional lift is then the predicted wing lift for the 
first occurrence of section msximum lift. Application of this proce- 
dure shows that just inboard of the outboard extent of the flap very 

% high additional lift can be carried and just outboard very little can be 

%!his form of the lif&ffectiveness parameter is used rather than 
&/dBf since the flap deflections of interest herein exceed the range 
where da/dbf is constant. . 
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carried. (See fig. 8(a).) I n reference 2, it is further suggested that 
in the latter region the extreme variation in allowable additional lift 
be ignored and that a _smooth fairing be made between the inboard and 
outboard allowable lift distributions, In the c&e of straight wings, 
this fairing is fairly simple since the inboard and outboard ellowablq 
additional lift distributions are at about the same ievel and the 
indeterminate region is quite short. In effect, this fairing means that 
the maximum lifts of the flapped sections near the flap extremities are 
being arbitrarily reduced and those of the u&lapped sections near the 
flap extremities are being arbitrarily increased. 

In the case of swept wings, the foregoing procedure could not be 
applied readily. Figure 8(b) shows that the different basic load dis- 
tribution due to flaps on swept wings resulted in a condition where.a 
wide range of possible fairings existed. It was evident that a better 
estimation of the lift limits was required in this region. The assump- . 
tion was therefore made that the msximum lift of the sections outboard 
of the flaps would be increased an smount equal to the increment of 
loading induced.on the sections by the flaps. Such an assumption was 
believed to be acceptable since analysis shows that flaps induce pri- 
marily a camber-type loading*on adjoining sections, and two-dimensional 
tests show that for moderate amounts of camber meximnm lift is increased 
by an amount equal to the camber lift. For the flapped sections the 
maximum lift was retained as that found by twtiimensionaltests. Prce 
ceeding on this basis a new distribution of maximum section lifts was 
defined. The spanwise distribution-of' section lift coefficient was then 
found for each flap deflection which wadxngen5 at some point to the 
maximum lift-coefficient distribution (e.g., fig. 9). 

The predicted wing lift coefficients at which section stall first 
occurred were 0.47, 0.54, and 0.62 for 15', 30°, and 45' flap deflection. 
The corresponding measured wing lift coefficients at which marked force 
and moment changes occurred (fig. 7) were 0.58, 0.60, end 0.62. (It 
must be noted here that dotile fences were on the wing for these tests 
but, as will be discussed later, it was felt that these fences had 
little or no effect on the wing lift coefficient at which section stall 
first occurred.) 

It should be pointed out that such flaps as used here are not well 
suited to swept wings that have liftccoefficient distributions similar 
to that described herein. Much ofthe wing was well below its maximum 
lift when the first section stalled. To move the point of initial 
occurrence of section maximum lift well inboard (nose-down pitching 
moment) and, et the same time, to have all sections approaching their . 
maximum lift together, it would be necessary to use flaps having larger 
effectiveness in relation to their maximum lift. I 

. 

Effects of leading-edge modifi.cations.- Study of the two- 
dimensional data on the original wing section showed that the section 
reached czmsx because of separation of flow from the leading edge 

* 
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which in turn resulted from excessive peak pressures at the leading edge. 
Two modifications were designed to reduce this leading-edge pressure 
peak and thus increase czmax. Comparative pressure distributions in 
figure I.0 for the three sections show the extent to which the peak 
pressure was reduced and the lift curves in figure ll show the increase 
in cz-. 

Each of the two modifications was tested on the sweptiwing model as 
a full-span modification and with the trailing-edge flaps set at 0' and - 15O. The leadimdge flap was also tested es a partial-span installa- 
tion extending from the tip to 7O-percent semispan in one case and from 
the tip to &O-percent semispan in e second case. 

Predictions of the wing lift coefficient and of the spanwise loca- 
tion at which e section first reached msximum lift were made for each of 
the modified-wing conditions. The procedure followed was identical to 
that already discussed in detail. It should be noted, however, that it 
was assumed the partial-span leadiwdge flaps raised the maximum lift 
only of the sections of the wing on which they were installed and, unlike 
the trailingedge flaps, did not affect the maxim= lift of the remainder 
of the wing. Examples of the spanwise distributions of maximum section 
lift coefficient and of lift coefficient which were used to make these 
predictions are shown in figure 12, The force test results, from which 
were chosen the wing lift coefficients for section msximum lift, are 
shown in figure 13- Table III summar izes the comparisons of the pr+ 
dieted and measured results on all configurations. 

Compared with experiment, the predictions are conservative, and to 
about the same degree as found for the unmodified wing with equal flap 
deflections. The lift increments due to the leading-edge modifications 
are predicted with good accuracy in most cases. This indicates that no 
great change occurred in the magnitude of the unaccounted for three- 
dimensional effects. 

Effects of fences.- Wing fences are designed to obstruct the spa+ 
wise flow of boundary-layer air on the wing upper surface and thereby 
prevent excessive thickening of the.boundery layer in the tip regions 
with a resultant delay in flow separation over this critical area. 
Tests were made on the subject model of fences which had proved effec- 
tive at small scale. Analysis such as proposed herein would, of course, 
indicate that fences would have no effect on the initial occurrence of 
maximum lift on a section of the wing. Such generally proved to be the 
case (figs. 7 and 14) although tufts indicated local areas of separation 
at very low wing lift coefficients (fig. 15) which were not present when 

% the wing was at the same lift coefficients but was without fences. The 
fences showed some effect on the wing pitching moment at wing lift coef- 

/ ficients above that for first section stall, but in contrast to small- 
. scale results, the pitching'moment was erratic and only slightly less 

unstable. It must be noted that in cases where wing fences prove 

. 
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effective in delaying the occurrence of flow separation, the proposed 
procedure till not account for their effect. 

.- 

. 

Application to Other Plan Forms 

As a check of the validity of the method of this report over 
various combinations of sweep angles, aspect ratios, and taper ratios, 
a brief-study was made of a lfmited number of other wing designs. The 
comparisons of the predicted and measured values of wing lift coeffi- 
cient for initial section stall for these wings are given in table IV. 
The force end moment characteristics from which the measured values were 
chosen are reproduced in figure 16. The test results presented In 
figure 16 were taken from references 6, 7, and 8 and from unpublished 
date of the Ames hO- by 8O-foot wind tunnel. In general, the compari- 
sons of measured and predicted values show the Bame degree of accuracy 
of the method as was found in its application to the model tested for 
this report. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The method outlined herein, which oonibines the concepts of simple 
sweep theory and swep+wing spax+loading theory, provides a means of 
obtaining a quantitative estimate of the wing lift coefficient at,which 
section maximum lift is first attained on a swept wing. This wing lift 
coefficient is generally equal to or slightly less than that et which 
marked changes in some or all of the over-all wing characteristics 
occur. r 

Evaluation of the method by comparison with experimental data from 
tests of e particular design showed that, for the conditions studied, the 
method was conservative in that it predicted the first occurrence of 
section stall et a wing lift coefficient usually 0.1 to 0.2 lower than 
that indicated by changes in force characteristics. However, because 
the discrepancies were consistent for the leadingedge modifications, 
the method usually predicted quite accurately the incremental gains due 
to these modifications. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 

, 
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TABLE I.- GFl0M!m!R1c DATAm Tml BEmEL 

Win@; 

Span,feet......................- ... 
Area, square feet ..................... 
B&en aerodynamic chord, feet ................ 
Angle of incidence, degrees ................ 
Asmctratio ........................ 
Taperratio ........................ 
Sweepback of 25--percent--chard line, degrees ........ 

Fuselage 

Iength,feet ........................ 
Maximumdiamter,feet ................... 

42.26 

7.g 
0 
6 

0.4 
45 
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TABLFI II.- COORDINATES OF THE M3DIFIED 
RACA 65009 AIRFOIL SECTION 

[Percent of airfoil chord 

. 

Station Ordinate 

0 
-50 
l 75 

1.25 
2.50 
5.00 
7.50 

10.00 
15.00 
20.00 
25.00 
30.00 
35.00 

gz 
+O 

~xz 
65:~ 

a66.00 
100.00 

1 

0 

:g 
1.058 
1.421 
1.961 
2.383 
2.736 

;:z 
4.050 
4.282 
4.431 
4.496 
4.469 

%66 
3:743 
3.328 
3.241 
0 

LE. radius .= 0.552 

aSection faired from 66- 
percent chord to the 
trailing edge by -. -. straight lines. 

- 

13 
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TABLFI III.- COMPARISONOF PREiDICTEDAKDMEXSUREDWlXGLlFT 
COEZ'FICIE3TS FOR INITIAL SECTION STALL 

% Wi% 7 for 
configuration lift coefficient initia: 

(deg) Predicted Measured sta11 

Basic wing section 0 0.38 0.50 0.73 

Basic wing section 15 -47 .58 -73 

Basrtc wing section 30 954 .60 973 

Basic wing section 45 .62 .62 073 

3+percent-pan leadiwdge flaps 0 l 39 055 070 

3O-percent-span leadiwdge flaps 15 .48 -63 070 

6O-percentipan leading-edge flaps 0 .44 .62 .40 

6O-percentwpan leadwdgh flaps 15 058 a72 .40 

Full-spanleading-edge flaps 0 073 090 973 

Full-span leading-edge flaps 15 .82 1.05 l 73 

Increased leadiwdge radius 0 .% 078 973 

Increased leadiwdge radius 15 .65 l a5 -73 
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Aspect 
ratio 

3955 0.5 

7.51 .24 23 

4.8 

4.8 

6 

3.5 

.5 

.5 

.5 

.EJ 

35 

35 

45 

60 

w=r 
ratio 

SweeTI 
angle, 
(w3) 

Ring 
twiet 
(aed 

0 

-4 

42 

42 

-10 

0 

Airfoil 
section 

?LwAtY+Au2 

PSAC;A 4418 

m?A ooll-64 
(madifiea) 

EWA 64~1010.5 
(~aifiea) 

T 1 

Predicted 

0.68 

1.02 

-74 

.99 

.74 

.20 

b538i3urea 

0.60 

q for 
nitial 
stall 

1.10 

-87 

1.22 

0.15 

.74 

.@I 

.64 

.83 .36 

.22 .75 
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Whg reference fine 
25-percent chofd 

A// dimensions in feet 
udess otherwise noted 

AIrfoil se&ion 
NACA 65-009 - 
(modified) 

- 

Figwe I.- Three - view druwing of the mode/. 
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AM ok&m h feef 
unless 0fMs noted 

- 45” --=y;- -~5020g~O~- 
. 

.30 

/a/ 7iiai/ing-edge sph-f flip. (b/ Single fence. 

fence of .438 &/2 

Fence af .75;5 M 

Double fences. 

f@ure 3- Defois of fhe fmiling--edge @f flups ma the sing/e und 
daub/e fences. 

. 
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Figure 4. - Details of the leodinq-edge flap. 
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-3.065 
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X 

6.538 
7.9s 

IO. /If 
12.349 
14.5M 
f6.7V8 
/8&88 
2/.068 
23246 

-3.305 
J.385 
-3.458 
-3&m 
d537 
JAW6 
-3.719 
-3.865 
-3.9# 

Figure 5. - Details of the increased leading-edge radius. 
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F&me 7, - Aedymnic characteristics of the model with and w&out trailing -edge flopsi R, 9xD6. 
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Figure 8.- Cmpurison of the upp//‘cution of fhe procedure of 
reference 2 io 0 struight whg und u swept wing. 
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f@ure 9. - Span di’fribution of section lift coefficient for inifiaol secfion 

stall on the model wifh trailing-edge flaps deffecfed 15 9 
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Figufe /I. - Secf..on fift curves for the two-dimensional 
mode& R, 2./x/08. 



Fijwre 12. - Span -distributions of section kft coefficient for initia/ section 

SW/ on the model with vortius spans of rlpading - edge fkps. 
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F&e 14. - Aerodynamk characteristics of the model with single and &b/e fences. Witbout 

trot&g - edge flaps; R, 9xAo6. 
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Figwe 15. - Tufi studies .of the mode/ with sing/e and 
&ub/e fences. Withou) troi/ing-edge f/ups; ff, 9x@. 
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F@ure /6.- Force and momenf cbvrocteristks for wings of worhs p/an forms 
from which whg //icf coefficients for initia/ section s&/l were chosen. 
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Figure 16. - Cbnfinued. 
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